FOOT, CALF AND HAND
Massager-1019

Thank you for choosing the Dr Physio Foot, Calf and Hand Massager with-1019.
Please read this manual carefully to observe all safety warnings before use and
keep this instruction guide handy for future reference.
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We hope you all will enjoy a professional shiatsu foot massage with the Dr Physio
Foot, Calf and Hand Massager at home. We have manufactured the massager to
meet the highest standard with air compression technology to deliver high
quality performance. The unit is easy to install and use. It perfectly complements
to all foot and hand sizes and structures and provides an enjoyable and relaxing
massage. The unit has three intensity settings, ranging from slow to fast and a
circuit protection to prevent overwarming. It gives users full freedom in choosing
the mode or setting that best suited to their tolerance.
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1. Plug in the power cord into a wall outlet for power. The unit will turn on
and the on/oﬀ button LED will light upon the kneading board to
indicate that the control system is now ready to start operation.
2. Press the on/oﬀ button to turn on the massager.
3. You can now choose auto program or customized program for massaging or
setting the massage mode as required.
4. The foot massager will start in Auto Mode1, which is its default massage
program to start with General Massage.
5. In “auto mode” operation the Foot Massager will shut down after 15 minutes.
6. To switch oﬀ, press the power button for 2 seconds, the massager will
“power oﬀ”.
NOTE
1. For the rst-time use, you may hear gear sound from the massage
board during massaging. But the sound will disappear after a while.
2. Do not exceed 30 minutes of massage at any one time.
3. Please always switch oﬀ the Foot Massager before disconnecting
from the mains.

3. TOP CONTROL PANEL
It is equipped with the top control panel that oﬀers easy access to all. Users can
easily set speed and direction of massage as per their requirements. For detailed
information about control panel, please read below;
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ON/OFF (1)
Click the on/oﬀ button on control panel to start and stop
the foot massager.

1. on/off

2. Auto Mode

Auto
P1

P2

P3

P4

3. Warm Mode

Warm

4. Manual function

Manual

Auto Mode (2)
Simply press the Auto Button with the power on to switch to
Auto Mode. Afterward you can select the desired massage
program as per your requirements or preferences. There are 4
programs to choose from and each program lasts for 15
minutes. When you choose diﬀerent programs (from P1 to
P4), you will hear an alert sound.

Program1: General foot massage.
Program 2: Focuses on the sensory zones for head, spine, lumbar spine,
shoulders, ears, and eyes.
Program3: Focuses on the sensory zones for the intestine, liver and
stomach.
Program 4: Focuses on the sensory zones for the legs, reproductive system,
urinary system and bladder.
Warm Mode (3)

5. Speed settings

Speed

Direction

Switching to Warm mode will immediately improve the eﬀectiveness of
the massage and give instant relief from fatigue. It also increases the
sense of well-being when used in conjunction with other modes for a
relaxing treatment.
To use the Warm Mode, press the button at any time.
When you press the Warm Button again the Warm
function and indicator light will turn oﬀ.

6. Direction settings
Manual Functions (4)
Press the “Manual” button for adjusting speed and direction of massage.
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Speed (5) and Direction (6) Settings

5. TURNING OFF THE MASSAGER

· You can press ‘Speed’ and ‘Direction’ buttons to choose massage speed
intensity and directions.
· These functions can be chosen after pressing Manual Button.
· There are 3 speed settings. To adjust the speed of massage, press the
“Manual” button and then “speed” button to set speed.
To adjust the direction of massage, press the “direction” button. It can be used
only for its moving kneading board pattern. It is not for choosing clockwise and
anticlockwise direction.

When you want to turn oﬀ the massager, press and hold the ON/OFF button for 5
seconds, and the LED light and power will oﬀ completely.

NOTE
· Massage cycle time for each automatic mode is 15 minutes, to repeat the
cycle after 15 minutes press the mode button again.
· You’ll hear an alert sound when you choose diﬀerent areas (toe, arch, sole).
· You will rarely feel the diﬀerence between these 3 programs because it
simply adjusts its kneading/rolling pattern on its re ex points only.

4. INTELLIGENT REMOTE CONTROL
Remote control included for easy operation and controlling the massager’s
functions from a distance. The remote control is very easy to operate and
comparative to the control panel.

AUTO

WARM

Auto

MANUAL

P1

P2

P3

P4

Warm

Manual

SPEED

DIRECTION

Speed

Note
When the massager is turned on with Auto Program, it will turn oﬀ
automatically after 5 minutes if it is not in use (if you do not press other buttons
after nishing one program).

6. IMPORTANT INFORMATION
· Never leave the massager powered on whilst unattended.
· Do not cover the massager when powered on.
· Children should be supervised.
· Use the massager indoors only.
· Please do not stand on or step hard on to the massager.
· Do not insert foreign objects into or onto the massager during operation.
· Stop using the massager immediately if the massager or cords are
damaged.
· Do not use the massager in the presence of water or if your feet are wet.
· Do not use it in the bathing room or where you take bath.
· Always keep it away from humid area, wet oor.
· Do not spray water onto the control panel or the outside case areas around
the appliance.
· Turn oﬀ the power completely and allow the unit to cool down before using
it again.
· Avoid smoking or drinking during massaging.
· People suﬀering from Cancer, Osteoporosis, fever; consciousness disorder;
epilepsy, tuberculosis, candidacy’s function or bleeding should seek medical
advice before using the massager.
· Pregnant women should seek medical advice before use.
· Do not use the massager in conjunction with the following medical
equipment.
Cardiac pacemakers and other implanted medical electronic devices;
Life-sustaining medical equipment such as Cardiopulmonary;
Vitro medical electronic equipment such as ECG scanner.

Direction

7. CLEANING, MAINTENANCE AND STORAGE
It is ultra-portable and easy to clean. The design is compact and easy for store. It
can be stored under many standard sofas when not in the use.
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· Always clean the massager after use with a dry cloth. Ensure that

9. THEORY OF MASSAGER

the massager is disconnected from mains power before cleaning.

Dr Physio Foot Massager gives re exology treatment to your tired feet and hands

· Do not use alcohol, thinner or other corrosive solvents to clean your

that are connected to speci c body part and organs through energy channels in
the body. When you apply pressure to these re ex points, it removes energy

massager.
· Do not clean with anything moist or wet and ensure the massager is
switched oﬀ and disconnected from the mains power before cleaning
· Store the massager in clean and dry environment.
· Do not store it in a location that is in direct sunlight, near a heat source or in
a high temperature environment.

blockage and stimulates the release of endorphins. It balances the nervous
system and reduces pain and stress in the related area. Below are some examples
of re ex areas and their corresponding body parts:
Plantar Re ex Diagrams

· Take care when using the massager and avoid dropping when moving it.
Note
When you want to clean the fabric cover or the massager, you must unplug
the power cord from power socket rst.

8. TECHNICAL DETAILS
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10. CUSTOMER SUPPORT

: +91-7527013265 / +91-9356658436
customercare@nureca.com
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